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Abstract Breast cancer in young women has been shown

to have an aggressive behavior and worse prognosis.

Studies evaluating young women enrolled in clinical trials

of neoadjuvant chemotherapy have shown that age is a

determinant factor in the achievement of a pathological

complete response (pCR). In this study, we sought to

analyze the outcomes of young patients treated with

neoadjuvant chemotherapy at a single institution. 1639

patients treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy were

included. 316 patients B40 years were compared with 1323

patients aged [40 years regarding the achievement of a

pCR (defined as no invasive residual tumor in the breast or

lymph nodes). Disease-free survival (DFS) and overall

survival were compared between groups according to pCR

status and subtype, defined by hormone receptor (HR) and

HER2 status. Young women were more likely to have a

pCR than their older counterparts (37.4 vs. 26.3 %,

P\ 0.001). This difference was significant both for

HR?/HER2- and triple-negative (TN) tumors. Young age

and achieving less than pCR were associated with a greater

chance of recurrence for the entire population. Age was not

an independent factor for recurrence in TN and HER2?

disease. However, being younger than 40 increased recur-

rence risk in HR?/HER2- tumors. The achievement of a

pCR was not associated with improved DFS in young

women with HR?/HER2- tumors. Although young

women have a high rate of pCR, they also have a worse

prognosis. In a real-world clinical setting, the achievement

of a pCR was an independently significant protective factor

for recurrence across all subtypes and ages, except for

HR?, HER2- disease in young women.
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Introduction

Breast cancer in young women has been shown to have a

worse prognosis and is related with a higher incidence of

hormone receptor negative tumors, a higher histologic

grade, advanced disease presentations, and a worse disease-

free survival [1–4]. This predominance of aggressive sub-

types is illustrated by the fact that young women have a

higher risk of recurrence and death than older women [5].

Although guidelines suggest that biology should be the

main driver of treatment among young patients and not age

itself, the best treatment for this population is still con-

troversial, particularly regarding the efficacy of cytotoxic

treatment in different breast cancer subtypes.

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy has become the standard of

care for the treatment of patients with locally advanced

breast cancer and for specific breast cancer subtypes, in

which the achievement of a pathologic complete response

(pCR) has been found to correlate with a better prognosis

[6, 7]. pCR is dependent on several factors, including
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hormone receptor (HR) status, human epidermal receptor

type-2 (HER2) expression and the type of treatment used

[8]. Recently, it has been recognized that age is another

determinant factor for the achievement of a pCR, as

younger women are more likely to achieve a pCR with

neoadjuvant chemotherapy [9]. However, there are insuf-

ficient data to suggest that the achievement of a pCR after

neoadjuvant treatment is a marker of better outcome for

young women.

In this study, we sought to compare the outcomes of

young patients with different breast cancer subtypes treated

with neoadjuvant chemotherapy, and to compare them with

their older counterparts.

Methods

We conducted an observational retrospective cohort study

including all patients with a diagnosis of breast cancer

treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy at the Instituto

Nacional de Cancerologı́a (INCan), a comprehensive can-

cer center in Mexico City, between January 2007 and

December 2013. Approval for this study was obtained from

the Ethics Committee at INCan. Patient characteristics

including stage at diagnosis, type of treatment,

histopathological analysis (including immunophenotype),

site of relapse, disease-free survival (DFS), and overall

survival (OS) were recorded. Patients were divided

between two groups according to age: B40 years old and

[40 years old. Those B40 were considered to be young

breast cancer patients.

Dedicated breast pathologists performed all histologic

assessments. Estrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone

receptor (PR) were determined by immunohistochemistry

(IHC). [10], and receptor status was assessed using the

Allred Score [11]. An IHC score of greater than 2 (corre-

sponding to as few as 1–10 % positive cells) was used to

defined ER and Pr positivity. Cases with an Allred score of

2 or lower were classified as HR negative. For HR-positive

cases, we used the semiquantitative scoring method or ‘‘H-

score’’ to define the intensity of receptor expression. This

method provides an overall score (0–300) based on the sum

of ordinal weighted percentiles of cells stained weak,

moderate, and strong [12]. Since Ki67 staining was not

used for all cases, we used the H-Score to classify HR-

positive tumors into the Luminal A and Luminal B sub-

types according to previously published methodology [12].

Those tumors with an H-score above 200 were considered

Luminal A, while those with an H-score under 200 were

considered Luminal B. HER2 was determined initially by

IHC and considered negative in cases of 0 (no membrane

staining) or 1? (weak and incomplete membrane staining)

scoring. Tumors were considered HER2? in cases of

3? IHC staining or amplified FISH and HER2- in cases

with 0, 1? and 2? IHC plus negative FISH amplification

[13]. Cases with negative ER, PR, and HER2 were con-

sidered to be triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC).

Clinical and radiographic staging procedures were used

for all patients. T stage was defined using either clinical or

ultrasound measurements. Clinical N stage was defined by

either the presence of palpable axillary lymph nodes or of

abnormal lymph nodes upon ultrasound examination.

Metastatic disease was evaluated using imaging as

indicated.

Pathological complete response (pCR) was defined as no

invasive residual tumor in the breast or lymph nodes

[noninvasive breast residuals allowed (ypT0/is, ypN0)].

The presence of invasive residuals in either the breast or

axilla was considered as residual invasive disease. After

completion of treatment patients were followed up, using

current international recommendations. Hormonal therapy

was prescribed to all patients with HR? disease. DFS was

calculated from the time of surgery to the date of first

identification of recurrent disease or last relapse-free visit,

and OS was calculated from the date of diagnosis to the

date of last visit or death.

All data are presented as medians, means, or propor-

tions. Descriptive statistics, multivariate analysis, and

regressions were carried out using R version 3.1.3

(R Project, www.r-project.org). Ggplot2 software (R Pro-

ject, www.ggplot2.org) was used for plotting graphs. The

Chi-square test was used to compare the distribution of

baseline characteristics among groups according to age

(B40 years vs. [40 years). Kaplan–Meier analysis was

used to calculate survival outcomes. In order to estimate

relapse and survival risk between different subgroups, we

used a Cox proportional hazards regression model. All

P values presented are 2 sided, and P values\ 0.05 were

considered statistically significant.

Results

During the studied period, 1639 women with breast cancer

were treated with systemic neoadjuvant chemotherapy at

INCAN. Median age at diagnosis was 48.9 years (range

42.2–56.7 years). 1323 patients (80.7 %) were older than

40 years of age and 316 (19.3 %) were 40 years of age or

younger. Median follow-up was 50.8 months (range

27.1–70.4 months).

The most common histologic subtype was HR?,

HER2- (55.5 %, n = 910), followed by HER2? (26.2 %,

n = 430) and TNBC (17.5 %, n = 287). While HR?,

HER2- tumors were the most commonly found subtype in

both groups, the proportion of this subtype was signifi-

cantly smaller in younger women (57.3 % in[40 years vs.
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48.1 % in B 40 years, P\ 0.001), while for TNBC, the

proportion was higher in younger patients (15.7 % in

[40 years vs. 25 % in B40 years, P\ 0.001). Younger

patients were more likely to have more aggressive tumors,

with a larger proportion of T3 tumors and high grade

neoplasms. The characteristics of the patients are presented

in Table 1. Among young women with HR?, HER2-

tumors (n = 152), 29.6 % (n = 45) were classified as

Luminal A and 70.4 % (n = 107) as Luminal B according

to H-Score, in comparison with 41.2 and 58.8 % respec-

tively in women over 40 (P = 0.01, Table 2).

In the young women group, 118 patients (37.4 %)

achieved a pCR, compared with 348 patients (26.3 %) in

the[40 group (P\ 0.001). Only 10 patients overall had a

Table 1 Patient characteristics

according to age group
Patient characteristic Age group P

B40 years (n = 316) [40 years (n = 1323)

N % N %

Clinical T stage T1 5 1.6 28 2.1 <0.001

T2 98 31.0 448 33.9

T3 136 43.0 421 31.8

T4 72 22.8 419 31.7

NA 5 1.6 7 0.5

Clinical N stage N0 28 8.9 121 9.1 0.831

N1 146 46.2 632 47.8

N2 122 38.6 499 37.7

N3 20 6.3 68 5.1

NA 0 0.0 3 0.2

Histological subtype Ductal 290 91.8 1150 86.9 0.079

Lobular 19 6.0 121 9.1

Mixed 4 1.3 41 3.1

Others 3 0.9 11 0.8

Nuclear grade High 198 62.7 720 54.4 0.010

Intermediate 84 26.6 359 27.1

Low 27 8.5 188 14.2

NA 7 2.2 56 4.2

Estrogen receptor Positive 177 56.0 883 66.7 <0.001

Negative 138 43.7 438 33.1

NA 1 0.3 3 0.2

Progesterone receptor Positive 166 52.5 791 59.7 0.028

Negative 147 46.5 527 39.8

NA 4 0.9 6 0.5

HER2 Positive 79 25.0 351 26.5 0.688

Negative 233 73.7 966 73.0

NA 4 1.3 6 0.5

Subtype HER2? 79 25.0 351 26.5 <0.001

HR?, HER2- 152 48.1 758 57.3

Triple negative 79 25.0 208 15.7

NA 6 1.9 7 0.5

Surgery Breast conserving 32 10.1 110 8.3 0.354

Mastectomy 283 89.6 1211 91.5

NA 1 0.3 2 0.2

Endocrine therapy Yes 187 59.2 923 69.8 0.003

No 129 40.8 400 30.2

Radiation therapy Yes 270 85.4 1140 86.2 0.79

No 46 14.6 183 13.8

Bold values indicate that they are statistically significant at P B 0.05
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ypTis response after neoadjuvant chemotherapy, of which

4 were in the B40 group and 6 in the[40 group. pCR was

associated with age (Fig. 1), with an OR of 1.5 (95 % CI

1.1–2.0) in younger women. This difference was largely

driven by higher rates of pCR both in the HR?, HER2-

(23.3 vs. 13.6 %, P = 0.02) and in the TN subtypes (56.4 vs.

41 %, P = 0.02). Differences in pCR according to subtype

in both groups are shown in Table 3. When the HR?,

HER2- subtype was analyzed, we found that while both

Luminal A and Luminal B tumors had a higher possibility of

obtaining a pCR in younger women, this difference was only

statistically significant for the Luminal A subtype, although

the number of such tumors was small (Table 3).

The achievement of a pCR was generally associated

with better DFS and OS regardless of age. Although young

women achieved higher pCR rates, DFS was shorter for

young women when compared to their older counterparts

(5 year DFS 69.2 vs. 77.6 %, P = 0.006) (Fig. 2). Both

young age and achieving less than a pCR were indepen-

dently associated with a greater chance of recurrence when

taking into account all tumor subtypes. When the influence

of both age and residual disease on DFS for each particular

subtype was analyzed using multivariate analysis

(Table 4), we found that being younger than 40 years

increased the risk of recurrence only for the HR?, HER2-

subtype, but not for the HER2? or TN subtypes (Fig. 2).

The achievement of a pCR remained as an independently

significant protective factor for recurrence across all sub-

types and all ages, except for HR?, HER2- disease in

young women (Fig. 3). In this group, 5-year DFS was 63 %

(95 % CI 41.2–96.5) for those with a pCR and 64.5 %

(95 % CI 53.9–77.1) for those with less than pCR

(P = 0.34) (Fig. 3). In contrast to DFS, age was not a

predictor of worse OS (5 year OS 83.6 vs. 86.3 %,

P = 0.5) when all tumor subtypes were analyzed, and this

remained true for each individual subtype (Fig. 4;

Table 5). The only factor associated with OS in our anal-

ysis was the achievement of a pCR, with a 5-year OS of

95 % (95 % CI 92.7–97.6) for those achieving a pCR

versus 82.3 % (95 % CI 79.6–85.1) for those without a

pCR (Fig. 5).

Table 2 HR?, HER2- tumor subtypes according to age

Subtype Age group P

B40 [40

N % N %

Luminal A 45 29.6 312 41.2 0.010

Luminal B 107 70.4 446 58.8

Fig. 1 pCR rates according to age

Table 3 pCR according to age

group and breast cancer subtype
Subtype Age group pCR rate (%) N OR (IC 95 %) P

All subtypes B40 37.4 118 1.5 (1.1–2.0) 0.005

[40 26.3 347

HR?, HER2- B40 23.3 35 1.8 (1.1–2.8) 0.020

[40 13.6 103

Luminal A B40 17.8 8 3.5 (1.2–9.3) 0.014

[40 6.1 19

Luminal B B40 25.7 27 1.3 (0.8–2.2) 0.312

[40 18.8 84

HER2? B40 44.3 35 1.1 (0.6–1.8) 0.836

[40 44.7 157

Triple negative B40 56.4 45 1.9 (1.1–3.4) 0.021

[40 41.0 85

Logistic model including age, pathologic response, nodal status, clinical T stage and grade

Bold values indicate that they are statistically significant at P B 0.05
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Discussion

In this study, pCR rates were significantly higher in young

women than in their older counterparts. This difference in

pCR was significant for TN and HR?, HER2- tumors,

while there was no difference in HER2? disease. Despite

having higher pCR rates than older women, young women

with breast cancer also showed higher rates of recurrence

than their older counterparts. Interestingly, this difference

in DFS was mainly driven by those patients with HR?,

HER2- tumor, while age appears to have no effect on the

recurrence rate of HER2? and TNBC.

The earliest report on the outcomes of young women

undergoing neoadjuvant chemotherapy for breast cancer

was published in 1999. In this study, despite a good control

of the primary tumor by chemotherapy, young women had

Fig. 2 Disease-free survival in the different subtypes by age
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a significantly higher risk of relapse than older women

[14]. Of note, the patients included in this analysis were not

given adjuvant hormonal therapy. The importance of

adjuvant endocrine treatment added to chemotherapy in

young women with ER? tumors has been emphasized by

results from the International Breast Cancer Study Group,

which found that chemotherapy alone was not as effective

as chemotherapy and endocrine therapy for young women

with breast cancer [15].

Recently, the German Breast Group reported the

pooled analysis of the outcomes of young women treated

with neoadjuvant chemotherapy in the context of several

neoadjuvant clinical trials [9]. Similar to our results, they

found a significantly higher rate of pCR in women under

40 when compared with those 40–49 years of age and

those 50 and older (20.9 vs. 17.7 vs. 13.7 %; P\ 0.001),

which was confined to TNBC and HR?/HER2- tumors.

Notably, the definition of pCR used by the authors was

ypT0, ypN0, which is stricter than the one used in our

research and in other publications [16]. One of the key

findings in this analysis was that young women with

HR?/HER2- tumors who failed to achieve a pCR had a

worse DFS than those without residual disease (in con-

trast to the previously reported data by the same group

pointing toward the fact that pCR in this subtype is not

correlated with DFS [8]). Although these results were

unexpected, the authors attributed their results to a dif-

ferent biology of breast cancer in young women, which

could be caused by a higher prevalence of Luminal B

type tumors (in which pCR has been associated with

better survival outcomes [8]) among younger patients [1,

17, 18].

Contrary to those findings, in our analysis, we failed to

see an improvement in 5-year DFS when patients with

HR?, HER2- disease, and pCR were compared to those

with residual disease. This difference could be attributed to

the use of different definitions of pCR, although due to the

low number of patients with a ypTis response in our study,

this seems unlikely. The most plausible explanation is the

fact that patients in the German report were treated within

the context of various clinical trials in which patients with

HR-positive disease received adjuvant hormonal therapy in

a controlled environment. In contrast, while our patients

were prescribed adjuvant hormonal therapy according to

current guidelines, the possibility of poor compliance is

greater in a real-world clinical setting. Although the mag-

nitude of benefits of 5 years of adjuvant tamoxifen appears

to be similar in younger compared with older women [19],

the difference in DFS found between age groups in HR?,

HER2- tumors could be explained both by a lower

adherence to treatment in younger women [20] and/or by

the use of the more effective aromatase inhibitors in older

women [21]. Hopefully, these differences in outcomes may

change in the future with the use of the combination of an

aromatase inhibitor and ovarian suppression as adjuvant

treatment for premenopausal women with breast cancer

[22].

Our analysis failed to show a difference in OS between

younger and older women, regardless of tumor subtype; the

only factor that predicted better OS was the achievement of

a pCR. This might be explained by the fact that most of the

difference in DFS rates was driven by HR?, HER2-

tumors, which are characterized by having late relapses,

good responses to treatment in the metastatic setting and

long median survivals [23]. Thus, the fact that we found no

difference in OS may be due to our relatively short follow-

up time.

Limitations of our study included its retrospective

design, the lack of central pathology review of all cases,

the lack of a more precise characterization of each subtype,

and a relatively short median follow-up. Additionally, there

was no information regarding the full range of treatment,

such as radiotherapy dosing for each individual patient or

data regarding adherence to hormonal treatment.

Table 4 Multivariate analysis for disease-free survival

Characteristic HR 95 % CI P

All tumor subtypes

Age group B40 1

[40 0.7 0.5–0.9 0.004

Response to treatment pCR 1

Less than pCR 2.5 1.8–3.4 <0.001

HER2?

Age group B40 1

[40 0.7 0.4–1.3 0.248

Response to treatment pCR 1

Less than pCR 1.9 1.1–3.2 0.023

HR?, HER2-

Age group B40 1

[40 0.5 0.3–0.8 <0.001

Response to treatment pCR 1

Less than pCR 2.2 1.2–3.9 0.011

Triple negative

Age group B40 1

[40 0.9 0.5–1.7 0.768

Response to treatment pCR 1

Less than pCR 3.4 1.8–6.2 <0.001

Cox model including age, pathologic response, nodal status, clinical T

stage, and grade

Bold values indicate that they are statistically significant at P B 0.05
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This analysis has several strengths. In contrast with the

recently published results in which patients were highly

selected [9], our data come from a heterogeneous patient

population. Despite the fact that our patients received a

variety of treatments and were not under the strict

supervision of a clinical trial, our results are consistent to

those previously reported [9]. This is important because it

provides real-world data pointing the fact that there are

indeed important unresolved issues in the management of

HR?, HER2- breast cancer in young women, and that this

Fig. 3 Disease-free survival in the different subtypes by age and pCR
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group of patients should be studied in depth in future trials

of neoadjuvant therapies.

In conclusion, our results confirm that although young

women have a high rate of pCR (which is confined to TN

and HR?, HER2- tumors), they also have higher

recurrence rates. Young women with HR?, HER2-

breast cancer treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy have

a higher risk of relapse than their older counterparts in a

real-world clinical setting, in contrast to those with

HER2? and TNBC. This is relevant because it identifies

a gap in treatment that should be closed by testing new

therapies in this population of patients in order to improve

their outcomes. Furthermore, our results show that addi-

tional data are needed to determine if the achievement of

a pCR after neoadjuvant treatment is a marker of better

outcomes for young women with HR?, HER2- breast

Fig. 4 Overall survival in the different subtypes by age
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cancer, and whether the lack of a pCR should be used or

not to select those younger patients in need of a more

aggressive approach in the adjuvant setting.
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